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HEAT DEFIANT WIG CARE INSTRUCTIONS
PUTTING ON YOUR WIG: Hold wig with inside facing up and front hairline towards your body. Place thumbs on
adjustable elastic tabs at the nape and gently pull wig on like a cap keeping your ears free. Push hairline of wig to
match your natural hairline, using side tabs to adjust placement to ensure wig is on securely and evenly. Do NOT pull
or tug the front edge to adjust. Use bendable side tabs to adjust and form to the shape of your temples. If your wig is
sliding around, tighten by moving back adjustments closer together. If your wig feels like it is popping up on top of
head, loosen by moving adjustments farther apart.



If you have existing hair, apply a fishnet wig liner before putting on your wig, wrap and tuck your hair through the
opening in the back & tie the net closed. Adjust the liner past your hairline so it will not show when your wig is on.
For total hair loss, wig may be directly worn over scalp. If your scalp is sensitive or perspires with wig wear, you may
prefer to apply a cotton liner under your wig.

SHAMPOO EVERY 6-8 WEARS: Before washing your wig, gently remove any tangles with ONLY the wide tooth comb.
Fill sink with cool water and submerge wig. Emulsify a capful of Synthetic Wig Shampoo into the hair. Gently lather
hair with shampoo, making sure the hair is traveling in the same direction. DO NOT rub hair as it may cause tangling or
damage. Rinse thoroughly in cool water until water runs clear. Gently shake out any excess water. Wrap wig in a towel
and gently pat dry. Spray HD Smooth Detangler through hair, carefully avoiding the front edge and roots of the wig
and comb through with wide tooth comb. Place wig on a wire wig stand or Styrofoam head & air dry.
STYLING the HD (Heat Defiant) Wig: Mist HD Smooth Detangler on the ends and back of hair, using the wide tooth
comb daily – this is especially important with the mid to long-length hair. Synthetic Wig Hair Spray available in our
boutique, if needed. Only if your wig is Heat Defiant Fiber, you may curl or flat iron with professional grade heat
styling tools with digital settings to control heat to 270-280 degrees. (Temperatures above 300 0 ̊may damage hair).
The use of heat styling tools will permanently set the HD fiber, even when washed, until heat is used again on the HD
fiber for a new style. If you plan to curl or flat-iron your wig, you will need Heat Treat Thermal Spray. Step by step
instructions can be found on our website.
CUTTING: Should your wig require cutting, we recommend waiting until you have lost your hair as the wig fits
differently with no hair underneath. Have your professional hair stylist trim a little at a time, using ONLY a dense steel
blade shear. DO NOT USE A RAZOR FOR CUTTING SYNTHETIC FIBER, as it will damage the fiber.
CAUTIONS: 1) DIRECT HEAT FROM STOVE, DISHWASHER, GRILL, FIREPLACE, HEATERS, ETC. CAN DAMAGE SYNTHETIC
HAIR WIGS. 2) It is not advisable to sleep in your wig on a regular basis 3) Excessive, repeated wear in the sun can
bleach out the natural coloring of your wig. 4) Do not attempt to color, bleach or perm synthetic hair wigs.
I have been instructed on the proper wear and care of my wig. I understand that my wig purchase is final and I
cannot return or exchange my wig.

Signature: _____________________________________________ Date: _________________________________
Wig Accessory Kit includes all necessary items for normal care of your wig: Shampoo, HD Smooth Detangler, comb, wig stand.
Additional items available: Fishnet or cotton liners, Thermal Heat Treat Spray, Synthetic Hair Holding Spray, Hair pieces (bangs &
face framers for wear with hats,) sleeper hats, headbands, scarves, and a wide variety of hats.

Visit the Resource Page at www.fittingsymichele.com for additional information and how-to videos

